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2013 Engineering Drawing Question Paper
When Marwan Shalaby moved to New York from Egypt in 2019 to start an engineering doctorate at New York University, he had $700 in his bank account. He figured that would be enough to get settled. But ...
'They're Trying to Bully Us': NYU Graduate Students Are Back on Strike
Sachin George Sebastian’s Delhi exhibition has no definitive reference yet draws from his ever-present theme of India’s urban landscape ...
The ordered chaos of paper: Sachin George Sebastian’s exhibition draws theme of India’s urban landscape
N.Y.U.’s campus is in limbo as graduate students stop working, with their union demanding higher wages, more benefits and less police presence on campus.
Graduate Students Are on Strike at N.Y.U., Long a Labor Battleground
In 50 years, the industry has transformed the country’s politics and economy. Can renewable energy replace it?
Scotland faces up to life after oil
Associate professor Michael Shafer and professor Heidi Feigenbaum of Northern Arizona University's Department of Mechanical Engineering, along with graduate student Diego Higueras-Ruiz, published a ...
Mechanical engineers develop new high-performance artificial muscle technology
Copper remains one of the single most ubiquitous metals in everyday life. As a conductor of heat and electricity, it is utilized in wires, roofing, and plumbing, as well as a catalyst for ...
Copper Mining Bacteria: A More Efficient, Safer Alternative to Sourcing Copper
Huawei trained a 200-billion-parameter Chinese-language model. But whether it moves the needle on research is an open question.
Huawei trained the Chinese-language equivalent of GPT-3
Here, 3 editors at ArchDaily talk about being an architect, why they stopped designing buildings, and what they do in their work now. What do architectural drawings do? Convey visual information ...
Architecture News
The Feldkirch-based artist and architect has, since 2013, completed a series ... enchanted us with her intricate drawings of cities in thin-line-pen on paper. The Portuguese architect has been ...
Sketches: The Latest Architecture and News
BArch paper has three parts in the question paper. Part I (Mathematics), and Part II (Aptitude Test) are computer-based, and Part III (Drawing Test ... programmes in engineering and architecture ...
JEE Main 2021 BArch, BPlanning Paper Over: What's Next?
See allHide authors and affiliations As climate change intensifies, civil society is increasingly calling for transformative adaptation that redresses drivers of climate vulnerability. We review ...
Transformative climate adaptation in the United States: Trends and prospects
Prominent sessions from CERAWeek by IHS Markit 2021—world’s preeminent energy conference—now available publicly for the first time at ...
Available Publicly for First Time: Exclusive CERAWeek by IHS Markit Sessions Featuring Bill Gates, Senior U.S. Officials John F. Kerry and Gina McCarthy, U.S. Energy Secretary ...
In 2019, the Justice Department boosted prosecutions for those who lie during background checks for firearms purchases.
Did Hunter Biden Violate Law in Buying Handgun? 3 Big Questions
Q1 2021 Earnings CallApr 28, 2021, 11:00 a.m. ETContents: Prepared Remarks Questions and Answers Call Participants Prepared Remarks: OperatorGood morning, and welcome to the Highwoods Properties ...
Highwoods Properties Inc (HIW) Q1 2021 Earnings Call Transcript
Debora Rodrigues, Ezekiel Cullen Professor of Engineering at the University of ... In their co-authored paper, "Copper Mining Bacteria: Converting toxic copper ions into a stable single atom ...
From toxic ions to single-atom copper
The paper, titled "Cavatappi artificial muscles from drawing, twisting ... Northern Arizona University's Department of Mechanical Engineering Because of their coiled, or helical, structure ...
New, high-performance artificial muscle technology enables more human-like motion
“I think it’s really cool to see something that comes from absolutely nothing — from a blank piece of paper — to something you can stand on and experience,” said Corinne Arfin, master’s student in ...
Students unveil sustainable modular home
Copper remains one of the single most ubiquitous metals in everyday life. As a conductor of heat and electricity, it is utilized in wires, roofing and plumbing, as well as a catalyst for petrochemical ...
A more efficient, safer alternative to sourcing copper via bacteria
The paper, titled "Cavatappi artificial muscles from drawing, twisting ... Shafer joined NAU in 2013. His other research interests are related to energy harvesting, wildlife telemetry systems ...
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